STRIP CURTAINS

STRIP CURTAINS
Strip curtaining with the exclusive
ball edge.
 Prevent ingress of warm air to cold
rooms & refrigerated vehicles,
eliminating extra compressor time
in maintaining low temperature.
 Conversely prevents ingress of cold
air to warm premises ensuring more
healthy & acceptable working
environment.
 Where good hygiene is essential,
insects, dust and smoke are kept
out.
 Curtain material is transparent, UV
treated, will not discolour and can
withstand temperatures down to
minus 40°C.
 Brings you closer to truly cost
efficiency operations by permitting
closer control of temperature and
minimizing wasted energy in extra
cooling or extra heating, whichever
way the problem arises.
MOUNTING
The Apex strip curtains are supplied
with galvanized mounting strip
complete with mounting wall brackets,
bolts, nuts and washers. Two different
mountings are recommended
according to circumstances.
Furthermore, the individual fastening
or facia strips make easy replacement
of damaged or torn strips possible
without having to dismantle the total
curtain.

SELECTING THE APEX STRIP CURTAIN
AND PATTERNS
Strips are available in:
 200 mm wide x 2 mm thick
 300 mm wide x 3 mm thick
 400 mm wide x 4 mm thick
The strip material for low temperature
and below 0°C applications, has been
formulated to withstand temperatures
down to -40°C, except for the 400mm
wide x 4mm thick strip.
All strips are UV treated and therefore
will not discolour. All strips are clear
and ensure two-way visibility, except
for the WELDING strip which is tinted
blue, but still allowing two-way
visibility.

SHIPLAY PATTERN

LAP PATTERN

Safety strips are available in red to
be used on either side of an opening
to warn traffic and ensure safe
movement.
Generally, where the ease of opening
and going through the strip curtain is
of primary concern, a LAP PATTERN
should be selected.

A. Wall mounting
B. Lintel/Header mounting

For exterior openings (facing outside)
conditions of wind, draft, noise and
cold, the SHIPLAP PATTERN should be
chosen.
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